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CHECKIT
LAUNCHES
COMPLIANCE
CONSULTANCY
Operations
management pioneer
Checkit has broadened
its offering with a new
compliance and risk
management service
headed by industry
veteran, Chris Hassall.

By making compliance regimes digital, Checkit’s
technology sweeps away the paper-based systems
that are still common. This makes life easier for
staff and managers. Significantly it also makes
possible a new model that challenges traditional
compliance advice and consultancy. Rather than
relying on occasional audit visits and paperwork
inspections, digital technology can act like a ‘Fitbit’
for the business, showing how healthy its compliance
processes are and allowing remote monitoring and
early diagnosis of problems.
Checkit has now launched a new service, the first to
offer Continuous Compliance Monitoring using its
technology. This provides expert end-to-end support
on a consultancy basis, from formulating policy to
implementation and monitoring, giving organisations
of all sizes: confidence that a business is operating in
line with legal requirements, the ability to identify and

RRC NOW IN SCANDINAVIA

RRC is pleased to announce their latest collaborative
partnership with Arbetsmiljökonsult Evangelia
Mitilinou AB, a Sweden-based environment health &
safety (EHS) service provider that delivers high-quality
services throughout Scandinavia.
Arbetsmiljökonsult Evangelia Mitilinou AB takes a
holistic approach to Health & Safety; improving overall
EHS standards through the provisions of first-rate
training and consultancy services. They ensure clients
develop EHS systems in a sustainable manner.
RRC will be offering the following services
throughout Scandinavia:
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resolve performance problems early, the right data for
painless EHO inspections and support and guidance
to react to any potential issues in the right way.

EXPERIENCED EXPERTISE

The Checkit offering combines technology with
highly qualified expertise. With over 10 years of
experience in environmental health, compliance and
risk management services Director, Chris Hassall,
leads a team packed with cross-sector regulatory and
compliance technology know-how.
In partnership with local authorities and a national
network of consultants, the team can assist with any
due diligence requirements, from general health and
safety to fire safety and food standards, all built on
three key services:
•

End-to-end consultancy to develop and implement
airtight compliance procedures

•

Remote and Physical Auditing to ensure total
readiness for random local authority inspections

•

A helpline to offer advice in emergencies,
minimising the impact of negative outcomes

ABOUT CHECKIT

Checkit’s smart technology helps businesses of any
size to manage people, processes and compliance.
The Real Time Operations Management Platform is
used to power digital food safety systems, to deliver
smart compliance services and to easily build tailored
solutions that make operations more effective.

www.checkit.net

•

Classroom NEBOSH courses, initially in Sweden

•

RRC’s complete portfolio of online NEBOSH, IOSH
& IEMA courses, all fully supported by expert UK
based tutors

•

Local customer support for RRC students in
Scandinavia

•

RRC In-company Training and Consultancy Services

The Nordic countries are at the forefront of health and
safety advancement in their approach to Occupational
H&S within the workplace. They have a particular focus
on employee’s wellbeing, promoting healthy lifestyles,
exercise and improving nutrition.
Evangelia Mitilinou is very excited about the
collaboration. She said: “It will be of high esteem to
promote RRC branding and courses within such
cultivated, advanced health and safety territory”.
Gary Fallaize, RRC Managing Director is delighted that
RRC are now working is Scandinavia. He said: “I have
a close affinity to the Nordic countries, with friends in
Norway and Sweden so am delighted that RRC have
found such an excellent partner to bring RRC’s training
services to a region I have been visiting since my early
childhood.”

www.rrc.co.uk

www.tomorrowshs.com

